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1 Introduction
Semantic segmentation is a computer vision task that aims to classify each pixel in an im-

age in a predefined class, in other words, for each class, find a segmentation mask that indicates
all objects of that class in the image.

The most common and widely used convolutional neural network (CNN) for this task
is U-Net introduced by Ronneberger et al. (2015). U-Net consists of two parts, an encoder,
and a decoder. The encoder aims to create a semantic representation of the image in a high-
dimensional space. This is achieved by passing the image through convolutional layers, which
gradually reduce the spatial dimension and increase the number of channels. The decoder does
the opposite process. It gradually reduces the number of channels and increases the spatial
dimension of the image. Its goal is to decode semantic information into masks of individual
classes.

Recently was introduced segmentation model by Kirillov et al. (2023) called the Seg-
ment Anything Model (SAM). The model is based on the architecture of the transformer, there-
fore inherently adopting encoder-decoder architecture. Similarly to U-Net, the SAM encoder
aims to create a semantic representation of an input image. In this case, the encoder is Vision
Transformer (ViT) with 12 layers. Unlike U-Net, SAM also contains a prompt encoder block.
This block allows the user to interactively select the objects in the image that should be seg-
mented. As prompt can be used point, box, mask, or text. SAM decoder combines semantic
information from the encoder and prompt information from the prompt encoder and generates
for each prompt three masks. SAM decoder is based on a standard transformer decoder, but
only 2 layers are used. The main idea of this model is to pre-compute semantic information of
an image by slow ViT and then interactively use prompts from the user for generating masks by
the fast decoder. The model was trained on a large dataset and is therefore capable of generating
masks for a large number of objects.

Even though the model was trained on a huge amount of data, it is not able to segment all
objects, an example can be specific segmentation tasks such as segmentation of medical data.
One of the options for adapting the model for a specific dataset is to fine-tune the model. This
can be computationally challenging due to the large encoder on the input. But the question
arises, would it be possible to transform the semantic space of an already trained model on a
specific dataset into the semantic space of the SAM encoder and then use fast SAM decoder
with the prompt encoder to generate masks?
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2 Experimental setup
To address this issue first was necessary to choose an experimental dataset. We chose

Plant Phenotyping datasets introduced by Minervini et al. (2016) which contains approximately
one thousand photos of plants taken from above. The second step was to train U-Net on this
dataset to distinguish between plants and backgrounds. The last step was to replace the SAM
encoder with the U-Net encoder. As transformation between semantic spaces was chosen 1x1
convolution layer which was placed behind the U-Net encoder. Then except for the adaptation
layer all, parameters of the model were frozen and the model was trained on the dataset. Since
the model expects a prompt, the center of the plant ground truth mask was used. The model is
shown in Figure 1. Because SAM decoder generates three masks, it is necessary to select only
one. During training the mask with the smallest loss was selected and during prediction, the
mask with the largest intersection over union (IoU) with ground truth mask was selected.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed experiment.

3 Results and conclusion
The pre-trained SAM model was initially evaluated on the selected datasets, establishing

a baseline performance with an IoU of 0.573. Subsequently, the U-Net model was trained on
the same dataset, achieving an IoU of 0.710. Finally, a combined model from the previous two
models with an adaptation layer was created. After the training of the adaptation layer model
achieved 0.762 IoU.

This result suggests that the transformation between the semantic spaces of the two en-
coders is possible. And it can be inferred that a sufficiently general decoder for mask generation
can be combined with a task-specific encoder using and training only one convolutional layer.
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